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Menu of Services
JULIET FUNT GROUP

LIVE EVENTS 
Covering various aspects of creating a more thoughtful workplace, such as team efficiency; 
communication; reduction of wasteful work, emails and meetings; balance; hybrid work 
design; and more.

Keynotes: Juliet Funt—60K Live / 30K Virtual

JFG Trainer—16K Live / 8K Virtual 

3-hour workshops: Juliet Funt—80K Live / 40K Virtual

JFG Trainer—20K Live / 10K Virtual

Executive roundtables: Juliet Funt—60K Live / 30K Virtual

Juliet Funt—20K Live / 10K Virtual

BLENDED DIGITAL LEARNING  
Courses are taken by intact groups to create deep and lasting behavioral change. Synchronized 
(not self-paced) online modules containing videos, exercises and a learning record are 
supported by live self-facilitated huddles where learners come together to ask questions, 
challenge each other, create accountability and go deeper.

A Minute to Think  
Course:

(three months) 450 pp

Virtual Presenting Skills 
Course:

(five weeks) 350 pp

Private Virtual  
Presenting Coaching:

(one-hour minimum per learner) 300 per hour

Say No Like a Pro  
Course:

(one-hour minimum per learner) 300 per hour

A Minute to Think  
Maintenance:

(one year’s material past course conclusion) 85 pp

If you’ve come across the book, A Minute to Think, you may be ready to change your 
organization toward more sanity, humanity, efficiency, and effectiveness—and we 
would love to help. Below is a high-level overview of the ways in which we work with 
organizations and the general costs.
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THIEVES OF TIME DEVELOPMENTAL ASSESSMENT:  
A personal assessment gauging the causes of overload for individuals as tracked  
to personality components. Executive summaries are provided for groups.

Assessment + Report: 65 pp

COST OF TALENT WASTE SURVEY/REPORTS: 
Organizational assessments that bring a metrics-minded lens to efficiency improvements.  
Self-reporting data are blended with accompanying formulas to provide a glimpse of the 
culture, workflow and waste.

Survey + Report: 4K

BOOK DISTRIBUTION
A Minute to Think is an easy-to-read, comprehensive guide to creating a more thoughtful 
and efficient  workplace. It’s been nominated as a Porchlight Staff Pick and for the  
Next Big Idea Club curated by Malcolm Gladwell, Adam Grant, Susan Cain and Dan Pink. 
Discounts are provided for larger orders.

Hardcover Retail: 29

Audiobook Retail:  
(read by Juliet Funt)

27

E-book Retail: 15

Facilitated Book Club 
Guide:

10 pp


